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NAMED A BEST BOOK OF 2018 BY NPR AND THE NEW YORK TIMESA PBS NEWSHOUR-

NEW YORK TIMES BOOK CLUB PICK"Somehow Casey Gerald has pulled off the most

urgently political, most deeply personal, and most engagingly spiritual statement of our time by

just looking outside his window and inside himself. Extraordinary." —Marlon James"Staccato

prose and peripatetic storytelling combine the cadences of the Bible with an urgency

reminiscent of James Baldwin in this powerfully emotional memoir." —BookPageThe testament

of a boy and a generation who came of age as the world came apart—a generation searching

for a new way to live.Casey Gerald comes to our fractured times as a uniquely visionary

witness whose life has spanned seemingly unbridgeable divides. His story begins at the end of

the world: Dallas, New Year's Eve 1999, when he gathers with the congregation of his

grandfather's black evangelical church to see which of them will be carried off. His beautiful,

fragile mother disappears frequently and mysteriously; for a brief idyll, he and his sister live like

Boxcar Children on her disability checks. When Casey--following in the footsteps of his father, a

gridiron legend who literally broke his back for the team--is recruited to play football at Yale, he

enters a world he's never dreamed of, the anteroom to secret societies and success on Wall

Street, in Washington, and beyond. But even as he attains the inner sanctums of power, Casey

sees how the world crushes those who live at its margins. He sees how the elite perpetuate the

salvation stories that keep others from rising. And he sees, most painfully, how his own

ascension is part of the scheme. There Will Be No Miracles Here has the arc of a classic rags-

to-riches tale, but it stands the American Dream narrative on its head. If to live as we are is

destroying us, it asks, what would it mean to truly live? Intense, incantatory, shot through with

sly humor and quiet fury, There Will Be No Miracles Hereinspires us to question--even shatter--

and reimagine our most cherished myths.

An Ebook Tops Best Book of October 2018: Casey Gerald begins and ends his passionate,

voicey memoir by describing a photograph of his family taken in the early 1990s, when he was

just a little boy. There’s his handsome, football-star father, his glamorous mother, his “portrait

perfect” sister, and Gerald himself, with his arms outstretched like an airplane, ready to fly

away. “See the family,” Gerald writes, “Savor them. Soon they will be destroyed. They will

destroy each other. They will destroy themselves.” That prophetic voice, learned, perhaps, in

the evangelical church Gerald’s grandfather founded, gives There Will Be No Miracles Here

drama and gravity that is surprising given Gerald’s youth, but well-suited to his bust-to-boom-

and-back-again story of growing up poor, gifted, and gay.Gerald left behind his troubled family

in Dallas and headed east to play football for Yale, intern at Lehman Brothers, and then study

for an MBA at Harvard. A grand career in politics beckoned, but Gerald’s soul, nurtured by the

language of literature (from the Bible to The Boxcar Children to The Invisible Man), proved too

big for such worldly goals, and he returned to Texas to find himself. There Will Be No Miracles

Here isn’t one of those memoirs politicians write before announcing an electoral run—it is

something more complicated and nuanced: a depiction of the causes and costs of “upward”

mobility. It’s not a prescription so much as a diagnosis, and it will leave you considering what it

means to be successful, which Gerald’s memoir, by any measure, is. —Sarah Harrison Smith,

Ebook Tops Book ReviewReview“Stunningly original … By breaking every rule of the … genre,

[Gerald has] created something unique and sublime: a beautiful chronicle of a life as yet



unfinished … a shining and sincere miracle of a book.” –NPR“Gerald writes a powerful

commentary on race in America simply by telling his life story.” –Entertainment

Weekly“Undeniably inspirational...a literary and often dark look at the effects the national virtue

of self-reliance can have on the people who live according to it, with particularly moving

passages about the atmosphere of stress, pain, and racial divides on college campuses.” –

Vanity Fair“Gorgeously written and uncommonly insightful.” –People Magazine“Searing . . .

rendered in vivid, painful, and regularly funny reminiscence. But more than anything else, this

bildungsroman is a wry document of American class strata.” – O, The Oprah

Magazine"Magnificent... at turns exuberant, humorous, unsentimental, imaginative, keen. …

The locus of the book is [Gerald's] extraordinary journey. … Along the way, he learns plenty

about his country, the elites who run it and the underclass subject to their rule. He often relays

his insight with indelible aphorism. …His life, and this memoir, serve as proof of his prodigious

talents, of the truth that, for the gifted like him, struggles … can yield something miraculous.” –

New York Times Book Review“Infuriating and deeply moving . . . It’s a rare memoirist who does

not just recall, but inhabits the past, who understands that memory is a pliable thing, a means

to, not the end of, a story . . . There’s a bit of Barbara Kingsolver in this, a bit of James

Baldwin . . . urgent, lyrical [and] timely.” –Texas Observer“[A] compulsively readable memoir …

about coming into the light of reality in a world filled with deceit and loss, love and hope. . . .

Gerald’s staccato prose and peripatetic storytelling combine the cadences of the Bible with an

urgency reminiscent of James Baldwin.” – BookPage “[Gerald] delivers a beautifully written

cautionary tale about the toll taken by society even on those like him, fortunate enough to defy

the tremendous odds against their success.” –Vulture“A memoir of lacerating honesty and self-

awareness, a book that lets you feel how badly the author needed to write it . . . There Will Be

No Miracles Here is a portrait of a man looking for what's real, within and for himself. It's also a

testament to the power of written words and the role they play in personal transformation.

Reading Gerald's book is to see the author come alive, and to look in wonder at the process.” –

Dallas Morning News“A vital missive to these cracked-up times . . . Gerald nimbly avoids the

twin perils of self-pity and romanticism, with writing that is muscular and direct.” – Out

Magazine“[Gerald] take[s] on the important work of exposing the damage done to America,

especially its black population, by the failure to confront the myths, half-truths, and lies at the

foundation of the success stories that the nation worships.” – The Atlantic“An extraordinary

portrait of what it means to live on both the bottom and the top of American life.” –Anand

Giridharadas, The Ezra Klein Show “At first glance, Gerald’s story might read as inspirational:

A gay black boy born into poverty goes on to Yale, a Harvard M.B.A., and Wall Street. But this

memoir is light on triumph and heavy on fatalism, complicating the bootstrap narrative of his

life.” – New York Magazine “Somehow Casey Gerald has pulled off the most urgently political,

most deeply personal, and most engagingly spiritual statement of our time by just looking

outside his window and inside himself. Extraordinary.” –Marlon James “A deeply spiritual

memoir about growing up black, poor, and gay in evangelical Texas; Gerald has become a

superstar as a TED talker and MBA powerhouse, but this book is quiet and reflective, a

document of fearless humility.” –Boston Globe“[A] compelling look at how the elite maintain

their status at the expense of others.” –Paste Magazine “From the first line of this astonishing

book, we know we are in for a trip we've never gone on before in memoir. The book braids, un-

braids and re-braids threads of the personal, the political and the philosophical, in a voice that

is ironically comedic and at the same time wholly sincere. There Will Be No Miracles Here is a

glowing literary event.” –Kiese Laymon“A formally inventive and lyrical memoir about boyhood,

blackness, masculinity, faith, privilege, and the search for self that investigates the idea of the



American dream, and how the myth of ascension–including the author’s own—is what can

ultimately undo us.” –Poets & Writers “Casey Gerald’s book is urgent, mesmeric, soaring,

desperately serious, wounded and, at times, slyly, brilliantly comic. The world he creates is

vivid, the invocation of the personal and the political sharp and knowing. The style is flawless,

the pace perfectly judged. Electrifying.” –Colm Tóibín“Gerald…may be a genuine visionary. His

beautifully written memoir….makes a powerful argument for societal change.” –Harvard

Business Review“Bitingly humorous yet brimming with pain, Gerald's book lays bare his

yearning to be ‘a normal person’ . . . As books helped save him, so may his save others.” –

Shelf Awareness (starred review) “Original, important books often defy summary, and even a

string of quotations can’t capture the reading experience. This is true of Casey Gerald’s There

Will Be No Miracles Here...In eloquent prose, and with a fluid storytelling that helps explain the

viral popularity of his TED talk, Gerald unfolds a coming-of-age tale by turns poignant and

triumphant, fierce and surprising. It is a telling that hums with humor, erudition, and grace.” –

Yale Alumni Magazine“Any one anecdote from Casey Gerald’s extraordinary life could be the

stuff of an entire book . . . But Gerald has something bigger in mind. He weaves these

anecdotes together to make readers examine our assumptions about the classic American

rags-to-riches story he so perfectly embodies — and which, he argues, is lethally dangerous to

society’s disenfranchised. Read this book to rethink your definitions of success, failure, and

who among us deserves which.” –Brightly “This is the book for all of us who have juggled

double (and triple, and quadruple) consciousnesses, and for those of us who have prayed to

false gods and passed as false selves. Casey Gerald leads us through blackness and boyhood,

love and masculinity, faith and privilege, on his journey toward the only self who could write

these fierce and luminous pages. This book is fire.” –Danzy Senna “ Gerald pulls no punches in

telling his extraordinary story, which he relates with unsparing truth, no small amount of feeling,

and a complete lack of sentimentality. Painful lessons dart in and pummel his unsuspecting

self, and scenes of startling intensity are often pierced—and pieced back together—by light

and humor…Richly layered writing on poverty, progress, race, belief, and the actual American

Dream.” –Booklist (starred) “Hardly a by-the-numbers memoir, this is a powerful book marked

by the author's refreshingly complicated and insightful storytelling.” –Kirkus Reviews (starred)“A

wide-ranging, hard-to-define memoir of family, identity, and belonging.” –Library JournalAbout

the AuthorCasey Gerald grew up in Oak Cliff, Texas and went to Yale, where he majored in

political science and played varsity football. After receiving an MBA from Harvard Business

School, he cofounded MBAs Across America. He has been featured on MSNBC, at TED and

SXSW, on the cover of Fast Company, and in The New York Times, Financial Times, and The

Guardian, among others. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From School Library

JournalWhen the author was 12, he waited for the Rapture at his paternal grandfather's church

in Dallas on New Year's Eve in 1999. The new millennium arrived, but the world did not end.

Gerald's father, Rod, a former college football hero, fell from grace, succumbing to drugs and

prison life. The author's mother, Debra, had mental health issues and was in and out of his life.

Gerald and his older sister, Tashia, lived off their mother's disability checks. He became a

varsity football star at South Oak Cliff High School and was recruited to play football on a

scholarship at Yale. He entered the educational and political echelons of society, navigating

power lunches, secret societies, and success on Wall Street and Washington, DC and

overseas. But Gerald soon becomes aware of social inequalities. He also struggles with his

burgeoning sexuality, disillusionment, and loneliness at the top. This memoir moves away from

the tropes of the American dream and "succeeding against the odds." Biblical and literary

references are threaded throughout. Gerald's love for American political and cultural history is



astounding. Some readers will find parts hard to read, especially given the use of the N word

and Gerald's portrayal as the anti-poster child of the LGBTQ communities. VERDICT An eye-

opening purchase for mature teens.—Donald Peebles, Brooklyn Public Library --This text refers

to the hardcover edition.Read more
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RIVERHEAD BOOKSAn imprint of Penguin Random House LLCCopyright © 2018 by Casey

GeraldPenguin supports copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices,

promotes free speech, and creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized

edition of this book and for complying with copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or

distributing any part of it in any form without permission. You are supporting writers and

allowing Penguin to continue to publish books for every reader.Some names and identifying

characteristics have been changed to protect the privacy of the individuals described.Penguin

is committed to publishing works of quality and integrity. In that spirit, we are proud to offer this

book to our readers; however, the story, the experiences, and the words are the author’s

alone.Version_4CONTENTSTitle PageCopyrightPart OneChapter OneChapter TwoGoing to

SchoolChapter ThreeChapter FourPart TwoChapter FiveChapter SixChapter SevenChapter

EightChapter NineChapter TenAn Interlude for My FriendChapter ElevenChapter TwelvePart

ThreeChapter ThirteenChapter FourteenChapter FifteenChapter SixteenChapter SeventeenAn

Interlude for MeChapter EighteenChapter NineteenChapter TwentyChapter Twenty-onePart

FourChapter Twenty-twoDedicationGratitudeCreditsAbout the AuthorI do not want the world to

end.Nobody asked me, though. Boy you’re too young to have an opinion! They cry and cry

each time I offer up a couple cents. Maybe so. Maybe. But if twelve is too young to think, it sure

as hell is too young to die.I guess it won’t be death. I will simply disappear, in the twinkling of

an eye, right around midnight on the last night of this world, 31 December 1999, when Jesus

Christ returns to set His kingdom up for good and for good reason. Things have really gone to

shit since He’s been gone. Ever since He got Himself killed for trying to help the weak and poor

and scorned around Judea, and since He fled back home to lick His wounds, to spend two

thousand years in exile, and since His buddies spread a story in His stead to men and women

everywhere, some of whom were so inspired that they, too, wound up hung and shot and flayed

for similar transgressions—and still, somehow, it seems each day, there are more poor, more

weak, more scorned among the earth, myself included, which is why the Son of man is on His

way to pick me up.Just a minute!Got to find my shoes somewhere in this house where all my

space is borrowed, temporary. A little corner of somebody else’s closet. Their bed. Their

bathroom sink. Their dinner table. A stranger in the country of my kin, but that’s all right. There

are many mansions over there and plenty room for me. Here I come . . . out the door and down

the sidewalk to the long and boxy town car where Clarice sits waiting. She will disappear as

well. Must be why her head is bare, why those thick gray curls are washed and set but

unadorned, ready for her crown reserved in layaway. Or does she wear no hat tonight simply

because it’s Friday? I don’t know for sure. Don’t know anything for sure when it comes to her,

my father’s mother, or when it comes to my own mother, wherever she is—or when it comes to

anybody else who played some role in making this world what it has been for these twelve

years. But that’s all right, too. He knows it all. We’re on our way.The gravel parking lot is nearly

full, not even ten o’clock yet. I see a few cars trampling the grass along the wall of naked trees

that separates the neighborhood from the church grounds, as my father’s father intended. God

rest his soul, wherever it resides. He left the church to his offspring. Left the town car to his

widow. Left instructions that she keep her parking space up front so we don’t have to search at

all, just roll right in. We’re here.In the sanctuary, someone saved a seat for her. Scoot over

some, I ask them with my eyes and they scoot, since I’m with her and I’m small. Much bigger

than I was when I first entered this sanctuary as a thought of my parents’. Place still looks the

same, just like every other sanctuary to me, except for all the red. Woolly fabric, dried-blood



red, covers every inch of the floor and the seat of each wooden pew and each armless, high-

back chair in the pulpit. There’s even a strip of it stitched on the robes worn by the choir

members who will sing tonight one final time. Singing now, in fact.Behind their choir stand is

the empty pool, filled once a month for baptisms. They say it takes only one dip in that water

and you’ll be set for life, afterlife. They say a lot of things that ain’t the truth, so I went back a

second time, right after my twelfth birthday this past January, to be sure. I also decided, a few

months ago, to read the Bible on my own—three or four pages a day. But that early stuff was

boring and the clock was ticking, so to speak, so I moved on to a timely novel, Left Behind, and

made it through enough of that to warn you: Never read it. Believe me. Since then, I’ve tried to

talk to God a lot more and to sin a lot less. Had a hard time doing either.According to the clock

nailed to the back wall above the audiovisual control room, where tonight’s service is being

recorded for some reason, we have only an hour. Whoever is left behind to watch will probably

not see me, crunched between old women, but they will see that the place is packed, hardly an

empty seat. I could tell you all about the many gathered, who they are, where they come from.

But none of that matters anymore. The only thing that counts tonight is where they are going,

and that’s none of my business, being a child and all. Besides, I have my own eternity to worry

about.Outside, beyond this sanctuary, are other worries—at least, that’s what I heard on

television. Some worry the computers will revolt at midnight, unable to comprehend the year

2000. Each machine’s rebellion will spark some small catastrophe: Planes, unable to find their

way, will fling themselves down to earth—darkened earth, since streetlights will not heed

commands to glow past midnight. Dams and sewers will surrender to the water’s long-held

wish to flow all over the place, all over the people, who will not be warned because the

telephones will not connect them to each other anymore. They will have only themselves. Won’t

even have money, except whatever cash is on hand, since bank accounts will reset to 1900,

when everybody was broke. They will be broke again tonight, and hungry, too, as many grocery

shelves have been emptied. Oh, sinnerman. The worst is yet to come. Plagues. Riots. An atom

bomb or two on accident, and more: a lake of fire where each sinnerman and sinnerwoman

and sinnerchild (twelve years and older) will swim, ablaze, forever and ever. I might be down

there with them if I have not made the right decisions these twelve years, but there’s still time:

ten minutes, says our pastor, who’s calling us down to the altar so we can pray until midnight

comes, until He comes. Let’s go.Now we’re crowded together in the altar space and in the

aisles. Some are sweating—nerves as much as heat. The pastor is sweating most of all, as he

should. Seems to me that every time he’s laid his hands on some sick parishioner, they’ve

wound up sicker. A few have even died. That can’t be a good sign for him, nor for those relying

on his intercession, which I’m not. I have seen enough to doubt the holy men, and so I’ve

memorized my own private prayer.Lord, please take me with You when You come.That is all I

have to ask of God, and I will get my answer soon. It’s 11:57 (had to peek back at the clock).

Close my eyes, focus on my silent incantation, Lord, please take me when You come, listen to

the people shout and moan. Louder. Higher. Now the organ’s running strong—can you hear it?

Feel the sweaty palms grip firm and the eyes clench tight down here at the altar, where one will

be taken and one will be left, where wheat and chaff will be torn apart, and the glory will be

revealed. Lord, please take me when you come in this din of end-time noise, the heat now

stifling beneath low-hanging lights, and—in the precious name of Jesus . . . Amen! The pastor

shouts. It’s over.There’s a hand still holding mine—Clarice’s, I see, when my eyes refocus. On

the clock I see it’s after midnight. And around the sanctuary I see no fewer bodies. Has He

come and left us all? No one seems too worried. Same Happy New Year! hugs as always,

same hymn before the benediction. Outside are the same cars in the gravel parking lot and in



the grass, cranking up just fine. No snow. No fire. Not a flicker from the streetlights as Clarice

drives away from the church. No panic in the voices on the radio. Above our heads, the planes

are flying on, carrying everyone where they hope to go tonight. I’m carried to my mother’s

mother’s house.Inside, I see that everyone who was missing in the last millennium is still gone.

Everybody else is here, awake, boiling black-eyed peas. Hey y’all . . . I just want a slice of cake,

smuggle it to the room in back where I keep a mattress. On the tiny television, its bunny ears

wrapped in aluminum foil, Peter Jennings is right where he is supposed to be, on channel 8,

where he will stay for twenty-three hours and ten minutes, to coach the world through its

demise. If I understand Mr. Jennings correctly, it has been over for a long time in other places.

He speaks to Diane Sawyer in New York, where, somehow, an extra hour has already passed.

Charlie Gibson is in London. Barbara Walters, Paris. I like and trust them both a good deal and

it seems that they will soon witness the first morning after what was meant to be the final night.

I don’t understand. Screen cuts to Connie Chung live in Las Vegas, surely high on the list of

the damned. Midnight. Fireworks. Kisses. Nothing else. Peter Jennings has never lied to me,

and so I have to accept that I got something wrong, that I am a fool or worse. I mean, how

exactly would Jesus have kept coming back again and again, based on the different time

zones? Hadn’t thought of that. Now that I do, now that it dawns on me how big a joke I am, how

sick I made myself with dread and even hope—well, there’s nothing left to do but cry. It is over.

I’m still here.—I am still here, nearly twenty years later, and will let twelve-year-old me rest now.

He had a rough night. Surely would have cried, sitting there at the edge of his mattress, if he

had been the type of boy who cried. But he wasn’t, anymore. And he did not want the world to

end. His world had already ended. He wanted to be rescued—the Rapture had seemed an

elegant solution: instantaneous escape for him, damnation for his enemies, robes and slippers,

plenty food to eat, and God shall wipe away all tears; and there shall be no more death, neither

sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain. Yes. He wanted some of that. But

midnight struck and the Son of man did not appear, so in the place of Paradise, he had to find

a kingdom of this world.Well, really all that he—all that I—hoped to find was somewhere to call

home and some money, US dollars preferably, and, at some point, a spot on the varsity football

squad and, soon after that, a beautiful boy to sneak off with on prom night. Nothing more or

less than what was offered in the movies. Maybe a little more. I admit that, aside from those

basic desires, I also longed for something to believe in. That was greedy. My mistake. I had not

learned that the search for belief is very likely the most violent known to man, not infrequently

ending in death or derangement, but I did learn and I now know. The search has not yet killed

me, though I am a bit deranged—and that may be the best that I have been in all these years.

For I have been so many things along my curious journey: a poor boy, a nigger, a Yale man, a

Harvard man, a faggot, a Christian, a crack baby (alleged), the spawn of Satan, the Second

Coming, Casey. I have been left once or twice. Been found, too. And every time I turned

around, the world began to end again—it’s even ending right this minute, I hear. Three cheers

for the end of the world, if you ask me.You see, it could be said that I, from my starting place in

the valley of the least of these, made it to the mountaintop. Not that I set out to do so. Just was

afraid and open-minded. Anyway, I’m back. I have not returned with empty hands. No. I have

come with urgent news: we must find another mountain, if not another world, to call our

own.And if they say this is an unreasonable, impossible thing to request, I will tell them of a

village that I heard of not too long ago. The village, somewhere in France, sometime in the

seventeenth century, became the site of frequent miracles, according to the peasants there,

who were so struck by symptoms of the supernatural that they put down their plows. This, of

course, pissed off the local officials. They tried to reason with the peasants, to quell the mass



hysteria, to no avail. At last, the officials sought an intervention from the highest power in the

land, who sent them back with a sign. An actual sign, which was erected in the village square

for all to see. It read:THERE WILL BE NO MIRACLES HEREBY ORDER OF THE KINGMine,

then, is the story of a peasant boy and the king (or a few presidents) and, with luck, God and

His miracles or lack thereof.PART ONEWrite the things which thou hast seen.The Apocalypse

of JohnRevelation 1:19chapter ONEThere had been much better days, I promise. At least one.

Let me paint a picture—or tell you about one that I still own because I stole it.The family stands

together in a lush Ohio field with a sprinkle of leaves at their feet, and trees, some dying,

towering behind them, a small red barn with white lattice beside them. The man, the father, tall

like those trees, brown like the bark, is smiling. His mustache wraps around his wide mouth, big

teeth. His head is square and strong and on straight, his hair low and wavy. His white shirt and

light blue jeans are starched. His hands are larger than most men’s hands, better than most

men’s hands at certain things, which is why they made him famous for some years, some years

ago. He clasps these hands around a little girl, eight or nine years old: the daughter. They

seem to shield her heart, also covered by a thick black sweater with many colored patches.

She looks like she’s got good home training: stands at attention, arms at her sides, feet

together, no space between the knees. A portrait-perfect smile, cheeks shiny and plump and

bronze. There is a thin white ribbon in her black hair—a ribbon likely tied and hair likely

pressed by the woman in the portrait: the mother, who stands by the man. Their elbows touch.

She holds her head highest of all. She has the biggest smile of all, red lipstick. She has the

biggest hair of all—burnt blonde, parted on the right side, billowing out and down in curls,

falling on the shoulders of her white lace blouse. She wears no rings. She rests her hands,

nearly balled into fists, skin the shade of sandcastles, on the shoulders of a little boy: the son.

Somebody failed to train this boy or else he did not listen. His little legs are turned to the side.

His blue jeans are crooked, too. His left arm floats up, away—he may be trying to wriggle away

from his mother, or he may believe his arms are airplane wings. Hard to tell. Unclear, also, why

his head leans over, nearly parallel to the ground. Because it is so big or because he is so

happy? Those enthused eyebrows, the twinkles in his eyes (that might just be a glare on the

photograph), a smile so intense that his dimples look like craters on a small brown moon.

Maybe God was sticking His pointer fingers in the boy’s cheeks. Maybe he was just born that

way. Who knows? All we know from this artifact is that this family took one pretty picture

together on one fine fall day in 1991 or ’92. That they stood together and wore crisp blue jeans

and clean white blouses. That they smiled, heads straight or crooked.See the family. Savor

them. Soon, they will be destroyed. They will destroy each other. They will destroy themselves.

The world or fate or mysteries untold will destroy them in a little while, for the boy needs to

travel most of this journey alone—and if he does not need to (which, as the boy, would be my

argument), then he will anyway.Not yet.For now, he’s got joy in his cheeks and his mother’s

hands on his shoulders and his sister at his side and his father running the whole show as he

was wont to do. He was Rod Gerald, after all.As a high school quarterback growing up in South

Dallas, Rod Gerald possessed two of the fastest legs and two of the steadiest hands in

America. They were traits that made him the envy of football players and the prize coveted by

big-time college recruiters. Even the legendary Woody Hayes swooped down to South Oak Cliff

from Columbus, Ohio, where he presided over one of the best-oiled, most proficient, and

successful football factories in the nation. Hayes wanted Gerald throwing the football for Ohio

State University, and he dropped a few $100 bills in the collection plate of Gerald’s preacher

father to drive home his point.Woody got his money’s worth, I’d say: convinced that eighteen-

year-old boy to leave his mother and his father and his three older brothers and three younger



sisters and all the girls who had been shouting his nickname—Crow!—from the stands and

reading his stage name—Rod Gerald (his name was Roderic)—in newspapers since the eighth

grade and go to Columbus and cleave to Woody Hayes and become one flesh or nearly with

Ohio State football. The journey would cost him at least one of his lives, but for a time,

beginning in 1975, it gave him a new one, a better one. His new life made him the second black

quarterback in Ohio State’s history, took his exploits from the pages of the Dallas Morning

News to the Columbus Dispatch and Sports Illustrated and the Washington Post, which

announced his new nickname: The Magician, because he vanishes in front of tacklers’ eyes.

And on New Year’s Day 1977, by magic if not miracle, the boy became a legend. In the first

quarter of the Orange Bowl, with Ohio State losing 10–0 to Colorado, Woody called Rod

Gerald from the bench, where he had sat out five games with a broken back, and asked him,

barely healed, to fix the mess. The boy complied: dazzled 65,537 pairs of eyes in the stands

and however many more tuned in to NBC to see the 27–10 Buckeye victory. Was named the

game’s Most Valuable Player. Number 8 in your programs, number 1 in your hearts. For a

time.Many things transpired in the next decade. Four I can prove: in May 1982 Roderic married

Debra West, who as a little girl had also visited his preacher father to be baptized and

thereafter to hear him preach. In September 1982, almost too many months early, the

newlyweds brought a daughter, Natashia, into the world. In January 1987, on Epiphany, I was

born. In March of that same year, Woody Hayes died. Before he passed on, Mr. Hayes had

convinced his quarterback to return to Columbus and finish the degree that, for reasons we will

understand soon enough, had been aborted.I also know that Rod Gerald earned his diploma in

1989, if only because I’ve looked at the graduation photo many times, if only because I’m in it.

And I know that sometime between then and the aforementioned day in ’91 or ’92, Rod Gerald

became a local legend once again: coach of the Dublin High basketball team, coach of the

Mifflin High football team, code enforcement officer for the city of Columbus. The same Rod

Gerald that you might recognize at the Horseshoe on game day, who might be the answer to

your Buckeye trivia question, whose name might be on your Ohio State throwback jersey—and

for these reasons, the same Rod Gerald who was, by 1993 or ’94, a real pain in my ass.You

see, a great man is an inconvenience as a father, in part because every boy wants to be a man

(until it happens), his own man, and that is hard enough to do without everybody calling you

the son of somebody. I envied, in a way, the boys I’d come to know who had been told so often

by so many, Your daddy ain’t shit . . . because for all the things that I could and did and will say

about mine, I could not say that he wasn’t shit. He was the greatest man that I had ever known,

and his daddy, whom we’ll get to, was the greatest man that he had ever known and this was,

most likely, the root of all the evil inside each of us. It was also the reason I threatened to kill

myself one night in 1994, I’m almost sure. You’d think I would remember the exact date and

motive, but all I have left is a clear memory of the method, strangulation, and my final words: I

guess I’ll have to kill myself to get some freedom around here!I ran through the den to my

bedroom, past the only memento displayed in our apartment, a scarlet felt banner with gray

script that read Rod Gerald 1977 Orange Bowl MVP, and began to wrap the long black cord of

my Sega Genesis controller around my little neck as fast as I could, though not fast enough,

because Daddy caught me before I got my freedom and commenced to give me, instead, his

long black belt.He won that skirmish and almost every other, as he was Rod Gerald, a winner.

And when he wasn’t forcing me to stay alive and I wasn’t trying to overthrow him, which only

happened once or twice, he seemed to have all the patience in the world for me. Showed me,

for example, how to make the bunny ears with my shoelaces and how, instead of tripping a boy

in peewee football practice, to put my helmet in the boy’s chest and wrap my arms around his



waist and drive my legs until his back was on the ground. Knock his dick in the dirt, Scooter.

Such was the kind of wisdom my second-grade teacher hoped Rod Gerald would offer to her

class for Buckeye Day 1994.On Buckeye Day, kids at Prairie Norton Elementary School, and

no doubt kids all the way up in Cleveland and down in Cincinnati, learned to consecrate

themselves to Ohio State. We wore necklaces made of buckeye nuts and Buckeye T-shirts, and

the lesson plan was adjusted to teach Ohio State football instead of cursive or whatever else

they taught in elementary school in those days. An actual Buckeye’s presence would be divine.

I asked Daddy when he got home from work and he said what he often said about things he

was going to say no to: We’ll see, Scooter. We saw.He instead sent one of the VHS tapes of

Ohio State football that were stacked under the television in our living room—only one of which

I had seen, and only then for a few short seconds because when I pressed play I was met with

the grainy image of a long-haired, bare-shouldered woman violently sucking what I was almost

sure was a penis, except that it was far too large to be real. Mama, from the kitchen, had cried

out with that noise she made that sounded like a muffler backfiring—ugh, Roderic!—and

rushed over to switch off the TV. I hurried into my room without asking any questions. Let her

off the hook. I figure that’s why she didn’t fuss when I was caught with the back massager in

my underwear a few months later.We had that kind of understanding, my mother and me, even

though I did not understand so many things about her. Didn’t understand, for example, why she

went to a beauty convention for a whole year, and why she and Daddy sent me and Tashia to

Dallas that year instead of bringing us along to cheer her on or just hang out. You hardly ever

understand the most important things until it’s too late for the understanding to do anybody any

good. Since I was only five at that time, I reasoned that my mother was beautiful enough to

need a year or more to convene re: her beauty and that was okay as long as it didn’t take

forever, which it didn’t. Tashia and I went right back to Columbus and Mama was still beautiful

and I didn’t ask any questions then, either, because I was six and then seven and had other

things to think about—and besides, my mother never made any sense to me and that’s what I

liked about her.Every other adult seemed desperately committed to making sense. They were

all headed somewhere in a hurry, and on their way they always had to tell me that I didn’t have

my shirt on right or that I needed to lotion my ashy knees, that I was talking too much, too loud,

or not correctly, that I had better stay out of their high heels, that I needed to put on deodorant,

that I had to either come inside or go outside but choose because I was wasting the air-

conditioning and running up the electric bill.Mama was the only person I knew who didn’t do

any of the stupid stuff grown people were doing all the time. She didn’t wear clothes around the

house if she didn’t want to (in part because she stood before the bathroom mirror for hours

each day), and she didn’t eat her vegetables, and she didn’t laugh at jokes if she didn’t

understand them, but sometimes laughed when no joke had been told. She gave me bologna

for breakfast, and melted cheese and sugar on my toast instead of spreading jelly, and told me

Take some Tylenol, baby! when I said I had a stomachache. And when I split my eyebrow open

flipping in the bed she didn’t scold me, just laid my bleeding head in her lap to feed me peanut

butter on our way to the hospital. And when I almost drove her car into the front door of the

Drug Emporium, she yelled at the security guards instead of me. And when Daddy said I could

not listen to Boyz II Men, she went and bought the tape herself. I’m not saying she was perfect,

just that I sure benefited from her imperfections. Maybe that’s what magic is: a useful mistake.

Otherwise it’s just a bad decision, which is what I thought my daddy made with the tape he

sent for Buckeye Day.I was sitting in Ms. Baughman’s dark room in pure bliss, swinging my little

legs—not because I was finally witnessing Ohio State football but because the greatest days of

primary school involved a metal cart with a TV on top and a VCR on the shelf below—when



Ms. Baughman stopped the tape and turned on the lights. Man, what if somebody dubbed over

the football game with that woman?It wasn’t that. Ms. Baughman had stopped the tape early

because the footage Daddy had chosen to send was of the 1978 Gator Bowl match between

Ohio State and Clemson, which had also ended prematurely. Seconds after Ohio State’s

quarterback (the one who replaced Rod Gerald) threw a ball directly into the arms of a

Clemson linebacker to seal a Buckeye defeat, Woody Hayes retaliated by punching said

linebacker in the throat as he ran to the Ohio State sideline. You SOB, I just lost my job! Woody

was reported to have yelled at that poor boy from Clemson, who for all the money in the world

would not have bet that his place in college football history would be secured by taking a

sucker punch from an old man. Woody’s career was, in fact, over. So was Buckeye Day.Ms.

Baughman tried to wrap the fiasco in a noble message nobody was listening to:See, kids, we

have to keep our tempers under control, right?Yes, Ms. Baughman! as we swung our feet or

dug in our noses or searched for some residue of Fruit Roll-Ups in our book bags.I could do all

types of psychoanalysis to try to figure out why Daddy sent that tape instead of coming to my

class. Maybe he couldn’t leave work. Maybe it seemed a clever way to get back at Woody, who

had cost him his job as starting quarterback. Maybe he was simply tired of being Rod Gerald.

He’d already attempted to offload the name to me, and would have succeeded had my sister

not already been, at four, the wisest person in the family.Daddy’s idea was that I become

Roderic Alan Gerald, Jr. My mother protested, since she wanted me to carry her name instead:

Debra Ann would become De’Brian, in keeping with the 1980s trend of naming kids with no

thought to the price they would later pay in school, job searches, or self-esteem. At a

stalemate, they turned to Tashia, who offered: Call him Casey. She borrowed the name from a

soap opera character, Dr. Casey, a woman. I don’t know what she was trying to say.Tashia got

her wish and rightly so. I had been her baby as much as Mama’s and Daddy’s, my aunties told

me. When I asked what was wrong with Tashia’s back, why she had a brace that she was

supposed to wear but didn’t, they reminded me it was my fault. I had been so big—chile, you

were so BIG—that Tashia, still in pigtails, newly robbed of two front teeth, had to lean—chile,

she was almost leaning on the floor!—just to keep me balanced on her hip. My jowls were fat

and my eyes drooped, but my grip was firm like I’d been holding on to my sister since before I

even existed. In the pre-thoughts of our mother’s womb I had known her, had found her

message left behind for me: Don’t worry, I’ll be waiting for you. I don’t mean to say she was

born just to serve my needs—I really am working to be a good feminist, which is very serious

business—but that if she had not been born I would not have my name and she might not have

those rods in her back to keep her spine from breaking and we would not have learned so

soon to hold on to what we had even if it was too heavy.By Buckeye Day 1994, Tashia seemed

eager to let me go or at least not speak to me much, even though we lived under the same roof

and shared first a let-out couch and then a waterbed and then, finally, a room with twin beds

that Daddy came to sit on every night and pat us to sleep. And so I had to imagine what she

was like through other people. Some days I thought she was Brandy Norwood—a wholesome

girl with skin the color of the chunks in Blue Bell buttered pecan ice cream, sitting in a swing in

the park with dookie braids singing to a boy:I want to be downI want to be down with youOther

days I thought she was Lauryn Hill in Sister Act 2—same skin, same braids, same voice in

sometime-service to God, same funky attitude with the authorities, even her father, her favorite

person in the world. She was his favorite, too, except for one weekend morning when, lying on

Daddy’s chest to read his daily planner, I watched him take out a ballpoint pen, put a tiny blue

star next to the date, and write, mouthing the words just so I could hear: Casey will be more

successful than his sister, because he listens.She must have really pissed him off that day. But



a day often comes when a girl stops taking shit from anybody, and I’m glad hers had arrived.

Otherwise I would have been sitting up dead at the hands of my neighbor-friend’s younger

brother, who was the only white person to ever call me nigger to my face, or the American

Indian boy a few doors down whose fingernails were almost as long as his hair, which I tried to

pull once, before he slashed me. Would have been, in other words, a casualty of the

Thumbleweed Drive Race Wars of 1994.These battles broke out every few months. I’d be

leaning against the back of Daddy’s black Ford Probe, scratching the paint off, or walking from

Ms. Wonderlich’s apartment across the way with a stale sprinkled sugar cookie in my hand, or

digging for a rock that had some gold inside, and I’d hear the cry:Race war!!!!!!!!!!!!!The fleck of

paint flits away, the sugar cookie is crushed under a shoe, the empty rock is folded into my fist,

and I call for Tashia, just like the Indian boy calls for his sister, and the white boy calls for his

big brother, and we run, all of us, to a spot that the universe has preordained as the place of

bloodletting, where we will pay for the sins of our fathers and forget that we are friends and

ignore the fact—if only for a short moment of suspense in that time of day when you no longer

have to shield your eyes to watch the sun—that, aside from Tashia and the little Indian, nobody

knew how to fight.Tashia knew it all: what my name should be, how to fight, how to sing, that I

liked her best friend’s sister without me even saying a word. And I assumed she knew why, one

day in 1995, Daddy packed up all the family’s stuff and said that we were going back to Dallas.

Going home.chapter TWOI remember rain.I can see it: Kentucky rain, the rocks cry out on us

as we pass through. Hosanna, hosanna, rain. The procession home, the road, the Via

Dolorosa. Tennessee: the crooked ways still bent, the valley not exalted, the road will wind and

give us rain. Hallelujah! A song of rain and blindness: we’re coming home.Can the whole sky

be water and the hills hide us in the mist and all you hear is the march of rain up the hood and

down the window and under the wheel and on the world behind. I don’t know home, but I know

rain.Daddy, I can’t see.Me either, Scooter. Nobody can see in this rain. But all you have to do is

keep your eye on that white line. Look.There is a world that exists, maybe in another time or on

another star, but I know it’s there, and I’m holding the back of the driver’s seat so I can see the

white line guide our tires through the rain. I would put this pen down. I would close my bank

account and give my monies to the poor. I would ask the Lord to still my voice so I never say

another word if I could only sit there in the storm and watch that line again, forever.Instead I

watched Daddy drive across the Trinity River—though it’s also possible I was asleep in the car.

Whatever the case, I have seen a great deal of America since, and have learned that you can’t

understand a place if you don’t understand its water. Dallas ain’t any different, which is why

some people simply say he’s from the other side of the Trinity River and thus explain my whole

existence or so they think but are, in part, quite right. Most cities have railroad tracks to

separate poor colored people from other citizens. In Dallas, there’s a whole goddamn river

between us. Nothing moves in the Trinity River, aside from toxic waste. Very few things or

people move across it for long: folks south of the river cross it via freeways that usher them to

work or a nice shopping mall. Those north of the river cross it to get out of town—to Waco or

San Antone or hell maybe all the way to Mexico. Anywhere but Oak Cliff, our destination. I bet

Daddy would have kept on driving to Mexico, too, if he had known what plans Oak Cliff had for

him. But either he did not know or he had strange priorities and so he drove into the driveway

that would come to be The Driveway of my life in many ways, the crumbling concrete driveway

of my mother’s mother’s house.The house had been her husband Cleo’s house, since he was

the man and he had the money, thanks to Ross Perot, who might have been the 42nd

president of the United States if he hadn’t told the truth so much. Mr. Perot had hired Cleo, long

before I was born, to train the Perot horses and landscape the Perot properties—which Cleo



did so well that he was later able to open his own landscaping company and build his own

horse barn about a five-minute drive or twenty-minute horse ride away from the house he

bought on the south side of the Trinity River before it was a sad thing to do, a house he last

saw hours before his death in 1991 (sixty-two years old; massive heart attack), by which time

the landscaping company was bankrupt, the horse barn was rotting, and his widow was

working as a domestic on the north side of the Trinity River to supplement the social security

check that would come each month in lieu of an inheritance.Still, Dorothy carried on Cleo’s

legacy: kept that small two-bedroom house clean, kept the ivy trestles pruned and the hedges

trimmed, kept hope alive for the garage door until it fell off the hinges. She continued hosting

parties—get-togethers—as the couple had been doing since the sixties, when Cleo and his

brother opened The Atmosphere, one of the hottest nightclubs in Dallas for a short while, but

long enough for Bobby Blue Bland to make a brief appearance, which ended when Cleo saw

Bobby try to dance with Dorothy. Perhaps since Cleo was no longer around, Bobby Blue Bland

was still the star of Dorothy’s get-togethers, still calling for somebody, maybe her, toShine on

your love lightLet it shine on meWhich didn’t have nothing to do with God, as far as I could tell

—all those old men and old women howling at each other like they were still down in the

country, jigging in the living room, bumping into each other in the short hallway, stepping out

onto the back porch for a smoke, spilling their toddies on the little children, smushing the faces

of the little children in their big old bosoms.Dorothy—let’s call her Granny, be respectful—also

carried on the legacy that I most remembered Cleo for: she, like her favorite granddaughter,

refused to take shit from anybody, especially from me.I should say, before I make my case

against this woman, that one of the many reversals we, you and I, will experience together will

be Granny’s transformation into a saint, perhaps the only saint in this whole story. In the

meantime I shall heap great clumps of dirt on her reputation, which will not surprise her in the

least, since she knew (or so she said) from the day I was born that I was either the spawn of

Satan or the actual Antichrist or, if nothing else, had a lot of the devil inside of me (which, in a

way, was prophetic). We had been confirmed in our views of each other back in 1992, on

Halloween.—The sun had long gone down. I’ll say it was ten o’clock just for kicks, though I’m

pretty sure I could not tell the time at five. I know Granny was asleep on the couch in the living

room—a satin magnolia-colored Victorian kind of thing, with wooden claws for legs, scratched

and chipped over the years. I believe I was lying on a pallet or a little mattress on the floor in

her room because that’s where I slept most nights, since when I shared Granny’s bed she

fussed so much each time I turned over or fidgeted that I learned to sleep on my stomach, stiff

as the embalmed, all night. That, as you can imagine, was not fun, so at some point I settled

for the floor and was there, around ten o’clock, when the doorbell rang.Trick or treat!I had not

gone trick-or-treating that Halloween, since my mother’s baby sister, Shon, was the only

person who took me anywhere, and she did not believe in the occult. I had seen Halloween on

television, though, had heard about it at school, and it sounded like one hell of a good time for

all involved, part of the fun being the moment you hear the doorbell ring then hear a voice

shout trick or treat! then rush to the door to give candy and joy to whoever stands on your front

porch, even if it’s after nine o’clock, even if the trick-or-treaters are two haggard grown men in

old coats instead of costumes, which I saw through the window.Just a minute!Man, I tell you

what, I was so excited to bless these trick-or-treaters, I probably would have tripped over

something if I didn’t always walk so carefully on my tiptoes. I slid out of my sleeping place and

made it to within a few steps of the front door before Granny raised her head.Don’t you open

that door.At five, nothing too bad had happened to me yet—my birth, which I had forgotten; a

beesting at four; a few whippings—so this, refusing to open the door for trick-or-treaters, was



the most unconscionable act I had witnessed in my life.But Granny! They just want some candy!

She lifted her head a little more, nightcap on, glasses now on, watching me.Casey, I don’t care

what they want. Get away from that door . . . you hear?!I heard what she said. Felt it, really. If

you have ever been in a crowded restaurant minding your business when, suddenly, a far-off

waiter drops a tray of dishes, and the sound of disaster rings out, a hush falls over the

restaurant, and you feel ashamed, strangely, for the waiter and for yourself—if you have heard

and felt that, then you have heard and felt Dorothy West’s voice when she hollers like she

hollered at me on Halloween 1992. So yeah, I heard her. But I did not understand. All these

people wanted was a little treat for Halloween, somebody to open the door with a smile and a

Baby Ruth or something to replace the nothing in their buckets or lives. I kept my eyes on

Granny but took another step toward the door, my little arm beginning to rise.Casey! She shot

up like Thomas A. Edison himself had run the world’s best electricity through her bones. What

did I say?!? Got—Granny was up from the couch now, lunging toward the kitchen door—

lunging for what? I wondered—I jumped back from the door but did not run until I saw that she

had lunged for the giant corn broom of Damocles that she smashed roaches with and was now

lunging for my narrow tail, about to smash me like she smashed those roaches who never hurt

nobody, coming after me with that broom like she was Jesse Owens’s sister or something,

chasing me like I was a goddamn cockroach instead of a boy trying to give some joy to a few

strangers on the porch, but I was a lot faster than a roach and just as nimble, at least more

nimble than this old woman with that nasty broom, and so I hollered and ran and she chased

me and I kept running—even at five, I could usually run for as long as I needed to—and she

kept chasing me until she couldn’t anymore, until she got tired and gave up and dropped the

broom and looked at me like she wanted me roach-dead and I looked at her from halfway

behind a door and knew that she was finished and wrong and mean and she knew that I was

the devil and quick and we both knew that there would be no candy and no joy for the trick-or-

treaters or us or anybody else in the world, that night.A quarter century later, I still get sick to

my stomach when I think about how those men must have felt, left out in the cold like that on

Halloween. And I bet I felt a little ill when we walked into her house again three years later—

and relieved when we left soon after. It may have been that very same day, or a month down

the line, but it was soon enough that it did not seem to take too long to come: the day my

father’s father delivered us.—Come on ride with me, Scooter. Papa’s outside.In those days I did

not hesitate to ride anywhere with hardly anybody, especially my daddy, and so I ran to get my

shoes and by such time as I found them he was already lurching across Dorothy’s lawn,

leaning, smiling, head tilted into the sun like a man for whom the light was not a threat. He

scurried across one lane of Old Ox Road and then the median and then reached a ruby-red

Rolls-Royce parked on the other side.I finally made it there myself, climbed into the backseat,

and clicked my dusty seat belt. Daddy settled in at the left hand of his father, Cornelius Howard

Gerald, whom he called Daddy and whose grandchildren and sometimes his wife called Papa.

Papa’s body took up the entire driver’s seat. His hands smothered the bony steering wheel. He

glanced back at me, big eyes behind brown aviator shades. His voice rumbled like your hand in

a bowl of pinto beans—Roderic.Hey Daddy . . .Is that Casey?He knew it was me, but this was

how all old people greeted children—is that so-and-so that I already know it is?Yes it’s me, fool!

I shouted with my mouth closed. I knew very well that I was not to speak unless spoken to

directly, so just sat there and waited to be verified.Yes sir, sure is. Negro’s getting big, ain’t he?

He he he . . . my lawd!Papa was, in fact, going blind, but his vision was still good enough to

drive that Rolls-Royce and to see eight-year-old me and to look at my daddy in such a way that

he became a bigger man than I had known him to be and a smaller boy than I was myself. I



don’t mean that as an insult, by the way. George W. Bush is the only man I have ever met who

was as devoted to his father as my daddy was to his daddy, as willing to do whatever was

required to please the man. One son set his sights on the White House. The other set his

sights on Home. Both should have set their sights elsewhere. But Cornelius wanted his boy

close by and here we were, at the dawn of our demise, with joy.We made three stops that

day.The first was to Wingfield’s, its name in big red marquee letters outside and inside, dim and

smoky, stools caked in grease and burgers spilling over paper plates. A man rushed to the

counter.Afternoon, Pastor Gerald! What can I getcha?I’d never had a burger that big or been in

a restaurant that dirty, so after a few bites, I was glad when my father said C’mon Scooter, and

we left.The second stop was across the street at what looked to be a small junkyard or an

abandoned filling station. This was Papa’s body shop. He and Daddy got out to handle some

business. Who knows what happened in there.The last stop was nearby on Marsalis Avenue,

the full length of which you can drive in about twenty minutes, starting at Dealey Plaza, where

John F. Kennedy was shot, and ending at the front gates of Laurel Land cemetery. Papa parked

the Rolls-Royce on a small side street, outside a squat white brick home with a mangy front

yard and tired fence in the back. He went to the front door, which was hidden from our view. A

woman stepped out onto the low concrete patio in either her nightclothes or the saddest day

clothes of all time, her head wrapped in a scarf and one hand over her eyes.This is where

we’re gonna live, Scooter, Daddy said.Dang, I thought. Perhaps he thought the same thing, too,

but dared not speak it either, having not talked back to his Daddy, that I know of, in nearly forty

years.You may wonder why the old man bossed his boy around so easily, why the Wingfield’s

man was so quick to offer whatever he desired, why the few dusty body shop attendants

hopped to it when he arrived, why that sad old woman did not protest when she was informed

that moving time had come—why, in this neighborhood on the other side of the Trinity River

that everyone who could leave had left, there was an old man, nearly blind, driving a ruby-red

Rolls-Royce. The simple answer (and the true one) is that this man had joined, at the age of

sixteen, the greatest business in America: the business of saving souls. He’d found a vocation

that could help him up off the dirt floor he’d been sleeping on since 1928, and once he got up

he kept going: up the road from Dawson to Dallas by ’51, out of other pastors’ pulpits by ’67,

when he founded Community First Baptist, the church that cares about you, and, when that

edifice overflowed, to the Community First Baptist Church Extension on Westmoreland Road in

’75, in a nicer section of Oak Cliff and on a plot three times the size, making Cornelius the first

black pastor in the city to shepherd two locations, and making his son’s historic journey to

Columbus only the second-most important thing to happen in the family that year.Within twenty

years Cornelius would have over a thousand members and dozens of sons in the ministry who

pastored thousands more; within twenty-five years he’d be dead; and within thirty years both

locations would be abandoned—the original because it was no longer appealing,

Westmoreland because the bank took it. But in the meantime, Cornelius was king of the hill. He

knew it. Everybody else knew it, too. And if his wife forgot, he’d knock her teeth out. If his

children forgot, he’d push them through a screen door. If his congregation forgot . . . Well, to

this day I have not witnessed a single member entertain the notion that he was not the best

among them.Still, even after doing a lot of work to become a better person, I don’t understand

why anybody would pack up all their stuff and their family and move to the other pole of

America just to be close to somebody, father or legend or not. Why they, as my daddy did,

would give up coaching high school teams and enforcing city codes and, instead, make a new

living driving daycare vans for one of his daddy’s parishioners. He and Papa didn’t seem to

have any big plans, other than hanging out—the son taking his old man’s car to get cleaned,



ordering a slab of ribs for the old man’s dinner, or sitting under the giant shade tree that

towered in the front yard of the house Cornelius and Clarice had built in Lancaster, which is

now called a suburb but at that time was just the country.So many afternoons and evenings

and some mornings, too, they would sit there together, saying nothing. If something was said it

was usually Papa doing the saying—telling a story, often a joke. And Daddy would rear his

head back and open his mouth like he was about to guzzle a quart of oil and laugh so hard that

tears would meander down at least one cheek by the time he was done.Daddy especially loved

when Papa asked a question.Roderic . . . you know the three most dangerous things in the

world?What, Daddy? (Already warming the laugh and tears.)A white man with a high-powered

rifle. A Mexican with a driver’s license. And a nigger with some authority.Ack ack ack!He he he.

Papa always laughed this way, like a Michael Jackson leg kick.I enjoyed hanging with them well

enough, but what I cared most about at the time was that the cost of Daddy’s new life of

devotion was the life that I had built for myself. Of course I was only eight, so had not done

anything at all aside from live the way I naturally lived, but simply doing that created, on its

own, a life that I didn’t find too difficult to navigate, aside from a threatened suicide every now

and then. This new way of living was not very delicious to me, a nobody in a family big on

somebodys, the silent son of a legend who had suddenly been downgraded to the supplicant

son of another legend, who informed me that we were all sons and daughters of the Legend,

God, to whom we had to submit our present lives and the ones to come. That was news to me.

I hadn’t had any problems with God in Ohio, mostly because I hadn’t been thinking about Him

and did not get the sense that He was thinking about me. Now We were supposed to be on

Each Other’s minds nonstop, and that seemed a bit much.What did I get in return for all this?

The third grade, for one, where the sixth-grade girl I thought I loved paid me no mind, the boy I

sat next to hated me—man where you from OHIO?? man you need to go back—and the

chicken pox made me miss a week of class, which led to my first B and one of my last

whippings, since Daddy later made it known that he decided never to hit me again once he

started using.And I received, in exchange for my friends in Ohio, thirty first cousins, with

clusters of every age group, mine already dominated by Papa’s sidekicks, Luke and BB, who

would in time become like siblings, by which time I didn’t have much else. Until then I was just

a thirty-first wheel. When I opened my mouth, the cousins laughed—oooh you white

grandmother grandfather pass the Grey Poupon—and when I walked outside on my tiptoes—

oooh you walk like a little girl!—the older boy cousins would turn to each other and raise an

eyebrow—I’ono dawg that lil nigga got some sugar in him. Sure, I did love sugar a great deal,

perhaps too much, but I knew very few kids who didn’t. Besides, I just didn’t want to get my feet

dirty. They didn’t care.In addition to all this adoration, I received my own bedroom for the first

time, which only made it easier for my sister to get away from me. She, being a normal

teenager with a magnetic personality just like her Daddy, disappeared into an abyss of great

fun and phone chats and dates with the captain of the South Oak Cliff football team. At least

once she disappeared into the night through her bedroom window. I was no snitch, so never

told the authorities, in part because before long there were no authorities to tell.And yet: I was

not alone.One night, sometime after K104 ran its last loop of Missy’s “Supa Dupa Fly,” after Fox

4 aired The Simpsons and Married . . . with Children, and after I closed my blinds to watch

America’s Most Wanted—I always closed the blinds because I knew fugitives would see me

watching the show and know that I knew they were on the loose and kill me before I had a

chance to turn them in and collect my reward—angels appeared on my bedroom walls.I was

lying in bed on my side and, all of a sudden, I saw rows of angels rising up my wall. They were

small for angels, about the size of three roaches, which is what I thought they were at first.



They glowed with something of a pink haze, not the clean white aura you’d expect. They were

identical, all lined up in perfect straight rows, all moving slowly up and to the right. Each angel

was holding something, or else had both arms folded over its chest like you do when you’re

riding down a big slide at a water park. Each looked at me, silent. Not the way the Mona Lisa

seems to be looking at you regardless of where you stand in the museum but like they were

looking right at me as they floated up my walls. I did not kick my legs, which I often did to get to

sleep. I did not feel the need to say anything to them or anybody. And I was not afraid.When I

think of that night, I think of a friend, Joshua, who went to Peru a few years ago to try

ayahuasca. Once he’d taken it in, he hiked and sat on the side of a mountain by himself, and

saw a red flower a few paces away, standing all alone. The flower took on the voice of God—it

was God—and God said to Joshua through the red flower: I hope you understand.For five

months after meeting Red Flower God on that mountain in Peru, Joshua woke at dawn most

days and wished he had died in his sleep. We’d meet for breakfast and his eyes would have

little red marks in them from the morning crying, even though Josh was a very tough and very

funny kid. I thought, This is how hard it is to handle God’s presence for real and how impossible

it is to really understand. Joshua and I and the whole world would rather die than understand,

rather be deaf than have to hear for ourselves the voice of God. So I’m glad I just got a band of

angels that night because they didn’t say anything and I didn’t have to understand and I wasn’t

afraid and I wasn’t alone anymore. I felt at the time that the angels were there to protect me. I

wonder now whether they were trying to tear ass out of that house.Whatever the case, I wasn’t

alone because, aside from the angels, I had my mother.Across the hallway from my bedroom

was the only working bathroom in the house, and every day, whenever I needed to find her,

Mama would be standing before the mirror there, putting her face on. If it was early, she

wouldn’t have on many clothes, sometimes none. No matter how hot it was, the back of her

thigh always felt like she’d just removed an ice pack. Crowded on the sink would be three or

four round disks with pancake-colored powder on one side and a dirty mirror on the other,

white foam triangles stained with mud, and two lipsticks—one a deep red that she left all over

Styrofoam cups, and one fuchsia, which, combined with her big crinkly burnt-blonde hair, made

her look like a high-yellow “I Wanna Dance with Somebody” Whitney Houston.By evening, an

hour or so before she made dinner or ordered Little Caesars, Mama would have on at least a

robe, and would pull a black tube from her bag for the grand finale, when she’d lean into the

mirror and tilt her head back, keeping one eye on her reflection and the other in the top of her

eyelid to apply one . . . two . . . three swipes of the brush.What’s that, Mama?This is Mama’s

mascara, Man.Huh? I could never fully make out what she said when she put this stuff on,

since she always pulled her mouth tight like she was placing the last bolt in the Brooklyn

Bridge and didn’t want to kill a million people by losing focus.Mascara, baby. Mascara.Ah,

okay.When I wasn’t watching this from the toilet, we’d talk. Well, I’d talk, and she’d offer giggles

and uh-huhs in return. Every now and then I had an idea I wanted to share, the first of which

came to me when Daddy’s friend Charlie Brown visited. I had never seen Charlie Brown before

and haven’t seen nor heard from him since, but he spent one night with us, leaving parked

outside a white spaceship the length of three or four parking spots. He called the spaceship an

eighteen-wheeler and called himself Truck Driver. Charlie Brown said he had seen the whole

country, and that he slept whenever he wanted to, on a bed in the back of the spaceship’s main

cabin. When he wanted to bathe, which he didn’t have to do every day, he just eased off the

road and went into a big gas station to wash off and buy a soda pop. Charlie Brown made

enough money to live just fine and even to send his little boy Power Rangers action figures.

Before he left us, Charlie Brown let me sit in the captain’s seat of his spaceship, and even



though I was small I could see over all the cars and some of the houses and could imagine

what it would be like to ride that spaceship and look down over all the land for the rest of my

life. I decided then that I, too, would be a truck driver.The first person I told about my plan was

Auntie O, my mother’s oldest sister and my godmother, whose chest was so fantastic you could

sleep on her during church without leaning far, who always carried Juicy Fruit in her purse, a

romance novel in her backseat, and a vodka-grapefruit toddy in her hand, and whose face was

so flawless, perfectly painted with shimmer and color, that she never let anyone kiss her

directly. She had been Miss North Texas State (or something close) in her twenties and,

lacking any banner to carry around in middle age, decided to put her name on the license plate

of her gold Honda: O West.Auntie O, I’m gonna be a truck driver when I grow up.Chile (she

held chile longer than anyone else in the family), “going to be,” not “gonna be.” And, honey, uh-

uh, truck driver? We don’t do that.Oh.Sitting on the toilet the next day, I told Mama that I wasn’t

going to be a truck driver anymore because Auntie O said I couldn’t.What? Mama always bit off

the end of her t’s like a hi-hat. Baby, O don’t know nothing. How’s she gone tell you what you

can’t do when you grow up? Uh-uh.She was more upset than I had been, just as she was

whenever anybody did or said anything to me that wasn’t to her liking, regardless of my fault in

the matter. And so I figured that she’d heard enough of my complaints over the third grade, one

being the creepy Community First deacon who drove me there and back each day, when I

woke one morning to find her face already put on, her first Benson & Hedges Menthol Light

already smoked, her coffee mug already lined with red lip prints, and the keys to her Mitsubishi

Eclipse in her hand. Gone and get ready, Man, I’m taking you to school.going to schoolGet in

the car. You’ll have to get in the back this is a two-door and she lets me sit in the front but sit

behind me because you’ll have more room and there’s a hump in the middle so you can’t sit

there sorry. Mama really can’t sing but that doesn’t stop her and her driving is shaky but that

doesn’t stop her. I have my own fake wheel on my side and I can do what I want. We’re off who

knows what’s on the radio I don’t but I know I can change the station anything you want to

hear? K104 is on there’s a song that plays every morning that is everything.I love school.When

I wake up early in the morning, I say oooh.Tonight K104 will play Ginuwine and you can call

Cat Daddy for his Confession Sessions but in the morning we’ll all believe that school is the

greatest thing to happen to us the song is just that good.We’re gonna take the road that loops

around the city and separates my sinner family from my saint family whichever is which who

knows I don’t but I’m just gonna sit up here and watch the trees zoom by ain’t it strange how

these trees creep up from far away real slow almost floating in place and then when they get

close enough to see our face they’re zooming by like a bat out of hell. The white line my daddy

told me to watch in the rain does the same thing—so many patient dashes up ahead then a

panicked streak running under our car waving bye-bye behind us. Can you feel that? It’s no

care no worry no nothing. Hold on a minute.Mama which way are we going today?We’re on the

right road but we’re turning in the wrong place I mean we’re turning into the other side of the

street and there are cars over there that’s not where we want to go even though I don’t know

much of nothing.Mama.Why won’t she answer me?Mama!I’m in the floor. I look up at her. Her

arms are so stiff she’s jerking the steering wheel like it’s hurting her she’s got her head pushed

back against her seat does your neck hurt why won’t she open those big eyes and look at me

why does it sound like she’s swallowing something that won’t go down Gone down water stop

making my mama try so hard her face is so bunched up did she smell something bad does her

stomach hurt is she dead can you see what’s wrong with her? And our car’s all messed up

dang that man looks mad his car’s all messed up too he’s getting out he’s mad he’s coming

over somebody else from another car is coming over why do they look so mad and now like



they saw something they didn’t want to see stop looking at my mama like that c’mon wake up

we gotta go she’s gone she’s turned off she’s not studying me she’s got her own thing going on

and didn’t even tell me about it guess I just gotta sit here not gonna cry with these people all in

my business didn’t plan on my mama being dead but dead people don’t move around like that

she’s a fish got pulled out the tank too soon and got some super strength in her fin arms. Now

they’re knocking on the window Let her rest! Not talking to strangers! Mama c’mon get up she’s

not jerking not pushing her pretty head in the seat no more can’t go no further hold on she’s

coming back somebody put some water in her mouth while she was gone she’s got a strand of

blonde hair stuck in her shining white tooth but now she moves. Here she is. Mascara smeared

a little bit I wish she didn’t cry in front of these people. Casey—Casey—she just took a little

stroll just needed a catnap—What happened?—I’m fine—What? All out of my control now

some woman’s opened the door she’s got my mama some man thinks he’s my daddy Get your

hands off me! But I don’t say it got to respect adults I really want to be out of the middle of the

street all these people looking at me like I got a problem this is embarrassing why did you do

this Mama just sat up and left like that and messed up the car I don’t know nothing no numbers

how to drive what’s wrong with you no school today.chapter THREEI bet the third grade would

have been a hell of a lot more compelling if someone there, the janitor or crossing guard even,

could have taught me how to help my mother—which, prior to being driven into three lanes of

oncoming traffic, I did not think necessary.First I would have needed to know how to slide her

foot from gas to brake mid-drive and turn the wheel so we could coast into a parking lot or

crash into something cushiony, a ditch maybe. I would have also needed to know how to tell a

seizure, a burst of electrical activity in the brain, from death, the end of electrical activity in the

brain. I might have surmised then, though probably not, that Mama’s brain had done this

before, a few moments before she acquired that scar on her shin. Blacked out in the bathroom,

holding a mirror, she told me once I finally asked.Perhaps I would have then put two and two

together to reckon that all this bathrooming was part of a clever ploy to avoid her regular

activities, if not everyone entirely. But that would have required some other knowledge I did not

have at that time: what exactly bipolar meant, which sounded like a decent thing to have, since

bi meant “two” and I had been taught or assumed that more was better. I also assumed,

wrongly, that bipolar and manic depression were different things, since I’d overheard both

terms from my mother’s mouth and others’ behind her back, though never said to me directly. If

I had been spoken to I might have asked, or at least wondered, how manic depression was

different from regular depression, which seemed bad enough on its own without somebody

calling you a maniac, which is what I figured manic implied. They didn’t tell me nothing, though,

and I didn’t ask, and I did not yet have the Internet to find out on my own why, for example,

Mama was able to cry for less obvious reasons than anyone I knew, longer and more freely,

and laugh for less obvious reasons, too. That these and other gifts, these imperfections that

had been so good to me, were actually burdens. That she’d become a burden to herself and

others back in 1992 and went, therefore, perhaps against her will, to a facility, not a beauty

convention. And yet this visit must have been a waste of time for all involved, since nobody

seemed any more able to help her and seemed even less interested, now that I think about it.

But instead of yelling at her or calling her crazy or telling her she needed to get out of bed and

do something, anybody who had a problem with her could have just asked me to figure it all out

and I would have gladly done so, after some basic training and a reprieve from third grade.

People always underestimate the power of children and that is probably why the world is so

messed up right now.Anyway, all I knew that morning was not much, which I am happy to

blame on the fact that I was eight years old, but I wasn’t all right and holy, either. I was



embarrassed to be stuck in the middle of the street and I was also upset that Mama let those

strangers see her, face undone, strapped onto a stretcher and placed into an ambulance in

broad daylight. Aside from that, I was thrilled to escape school for a day and I bet I smiled

when Shon arrived on the scene, earrings dangling, with her shredded jean jacket and her half-

blonde half-black bob, smacking her gum.Hey, Man, you alright?Shon didn’t demand honorifics

—I didn’t have to call her ma’am or auntie—she didn’t listen to Bobby Bland like Granny, or

Kenny G like Aunt Ronnie (my mother’s older sister, who was like Christmas Eve all the time).

Shon listened to Prince, even though she had to come home and pray after seeing him in

concert. She was the one who taught me to tie my shoes, who drove me up the street to fetch

my lunch kit after I threw it at an older boy and ran, who took me to Six Flags every year, where

she left me with Auntie O to ride the kiddie rides because she didn’t have time to be boring.

And though she was a serious lover of Christ—she told me never to touch the horoscope rolls

at the grocery store because that was the occult—Shon made reading the Bible every night

cool because the one she gave me had a white leather cover and gold embossed

lettering.Mmhmm, I’m fine. And off we went.And before long, maybe that evening or the next

day, Mama was fine, too. Back in the bathroom, smiling again, smoking. Only unconscious

when she went to sleep at night, which was no big problem because she let me know—night

Man love you night night Mama love you too. Her car was ruined, sure, but that was also not a

problem: behind a wooden fence on wheels out at his country home in Lancaster, Papa had a

cavalcade of once-luxury cars, even a Lincoln limousine now filled with wasp’s nests. From

these dry bones his baby son freely chose the final three cars of our family.The first was a

Deuce-and-a-Quarter the color of brussels sprouts, which Daddy drove only once because it

wouldn’t start again. He parked it in the stale garage attached to our house, and he and his

friends spoke of the Deuce-and-a-Quarter like I’d someday hear a Yale tour guide speak of the

Gutenberg Bible.The second car, which Papa delivered with real pride—Now take care of this

one, Roderic—was a 1975 periwinkle-blue Cadillac DeVille. The car was so long that its wings

hung out the back of most driveways, so wide that I could lay my full body across the backseat,

and so old that when I did, I would sit up with periwinkle-blue dirt all over my clothes, smelling

like a home that should have been condemned by the city.
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Allegra Jordan, “A searing lament that is brilliantly crafted. This is a terrific memoir. I couldn't

wait to get it after I read a couple reviews about it. I enjoyed the author's video of his class day
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speech at his graduate school and thought this work would help me learn about his

perspective. It's searing, witty, sharp and does not let anyone off the hook. My heart hurt for

this brilliant man as I read his story while at the same time I my breath was taken away by his

writing and his fight. The author faced demons within and without with courage. I work with

memoir writers and study under memoirist David Payne (BAREFOOT TO AVALON) and

appreciate how hard it writing such a memoir is. This is a painful, poignant work. I will keep my

eyes open for Mr. Gerald's work. He is a great gift to the world.”

Francoise, “A Rock To Steer A Course By.. I can’t remember when I’ve been so gripped by a

memoir. Perfect for Kindle/Audible. The author’s narration is wonderful. Straight from the heart.

It’s as if Holden Caulfield spread his wings to soar. Casey Gerald. You will fall in love with him.

Poignant and nuanced. A measured anger. Heart and soul the size of a box car. Destined to be

a classic. Casey Gerald is the ultimate of out and proud. And what a writer! He may not want

to be poster boy for the American Dream but one thing for sure: ‘queer’, disadvantaged,

American youth swept into the vortex of intersectionality have a major a rock to steer a course

by. Buy it for every young person you know. They will be your friend for life.”

IrisRose, “Mixed feelings about the writer. Gerald's story is well-written, eloquent at times, with

spots of humor that is not glib or cute. He has a good sense of paradox and irony. At times he

tells his story straight-forwardly and objectively; at times he is emotional and even self-pitying.

But it is not offensive or off-putting when he does indulge in regrets and self-guilt. At times his

sense of place in this world feels tragic, at times hopeful. Ultimately, even with humor that

sometimes made me chuckle, I have the sense that his story is, so far, tragic. He leaves hope,

though, although that last line is something that for many years I cautioned my students not to

do--promise. Anton Chekhov said, "Discard your beginnings and endings. That is when you

are most tempted to lie." Gerald's last sentence immediately called that advice to mind.Still, for

the most part, I admire him: his determination, his honesty, his humor, his achievement. Of

those achievements, he tells with a paradoxical and justified sense of accomplishment and

pride: Yale and Harvard, after all. Yet, at the same time, he deprecates his own achievements

with something akin to self-disgust. I'm sorry for that. He is entitled to give himself credit for

those accomplishments.When he discusses his relationships with people, both somewhat

successful and failed, he is very hard on himself. He takes on responsibility for his admitted

betrayal of at least two close friends who depended on his integrity and support, putting the

goal ahead of friendship. He leaves the incidents with what he deems a failure in his humanity

and does not tell the reader to what extent his project succeeded. His self-assessment is

sometimes brutal, sometimes despairing, sometimes self-congratulatory, effectively tempered

with that skillful tone, irony, and wryness.HOWEVER: with all this honesty, self-loathing, and

regret, he describes two unforgivable actions--in my opinion--for which he expresses no regret

whatsoever. Admittedly both these sins are committed as a youth. Still, the stark single-

sentence revelation of these ugly acts appalled me, and lowered my opinion of him as a person

(He remains an excellent writer, in my estimation.There is not one sentence, not one thought of

regret for burning a mouse alive, and setting two fish to fight to the death, merely for his own

enjoyment. These creatures were not "just a mouse--just a fish" They were living creatures

who endured cruel deaths at his hands. Yes, he was just a child who had a tough growing-up--

was angry etc etc. No. The acts were deplorable. What is most disgusting to me is the utter

lack of feeling, conscience, or regret displayed for these acts. I cannot forgive him as a human

being for these failures. He could have left the incidents out; I don't know why he did not, if he



could not explain why he included them or how they affected his opinion of self. Perhaps he

wanted to be judged on these acts. But such tiny sentences among the many memories and

observations of human nature and his own nature. Sentences without any reflection at all. So,

I am left impressed with the man's writing and his excellent accomplishments, and deeply

disturbed by his failures, some self-admitted, as a compassionate and responsible human

being.”
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